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About This Game

Twenty-second century Earth. Five years after the rebellion on Mars.
  For the last 15 years, Sopot, the corrupt dictator, has oppressed the people of the Commonwealth. His relentless pursuit of

unification with the neighboring United Republic has left the country soaked in unnecessary bloodshed and poverty. Propaganda
is plastered throughout communities and a Public Information Building, built as a tribute to the self-centered chancellor, spews
news broadcasts with claims of victory as more and more soldiers fall victim. Fed up after years on the front lines, a group of

super-soldiers injected with nanotechnology vow to replace the dictator and restore peace.
  Defend your country as Alias, a demolitions expert, with the help of your five squad members, each specializing in their own
method of destruction. Fight through diverse levels using vehicles, an arsenal of specialized weapons and massive explosives in

your rampage to overthrow the government.

Revamped Geo-Mod™ engine — the only FPS with real-time, arbitrary geometry modification

All new storyline & characters — fight as a member of an elite squad of six

Enhanced graphics and pre-rendered cut scenes for a completely immersive experience

Utilize four varied vehicles in combat including a tank, hover flyer and submarine

Acquire superior firepower from multiple boss battles
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Fourteen specialized weapons of mass destruction including dual-handed combinations

All new inventory of useful items - health kits, night vision, numerous grenades and more

Stealth, puzzle solving and action oriented objectives

Advanced AI behavior - AI works in squads and reacts realistically to each combat situation

Experience alternate endings based on style of combat - good or bad "karma"
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Bought this game cause they promised more factions during access. Came back to find that its behind dlc pay wall, which when
put together is more expensive than the base game. I wouldn't have minded as much if they explained that each faction would
have to be paid for, but they basically scammed us at this point. Not to mention your paying 20 dollars for 2 factions? Go play
starcraft 2 or dawn of war.. This has been a great demo. I have not had this much fun or been challenged so desperately to
survive in a very long time. Overload is the next True Six-Degrees of Freedom shooter. Made by the original developers of
Decent (the 90's 6-DOF shooter), this new "Revival" of their once great gameplay mechanics and intense level designs has made
me giddier than a schoolgirl. The demo is well designed and showcases their classic style of movement and solid gunplay in
highly revitalized and gorgeous graphical tech. Some people may be skeptical of flying though tightly designed levels with little
more to do then destroy, destroy, destroy. Sure, the aged style of gameplay and lack of miscellaneous objectives that will be
present will not engage all audiences; However- with that being said, Doom 2016 is the classic style of Doom gunplay and level
design that has once again captured the fun and challenge of the original arena style shooters. So it is with Overload. This game
will ensare the visual and auditory senses and create a level of suspense and thrill through complex movement, tight gunplay, and
well constructed levels that enhance and challenge both the movement and gunplay in a way that is not present in most modern
shooters. While I obviously am a sucker for the classics, I feel I can safely say this game will please most audiences looking for
a new tight knit shooter. I encourage all reading this review to try the demo and stick with it for an hour to get comfortable with
the controls and have a blast in challenge mode. Hope you all will enjoy it as much as I did and thanks for reading my review!.
This is a turnbased game with a unintiutive and simple control scheme. That said, I spent most of my time waiting for something
to happen. The game is mostly comprised of waiting with nothing to do for your orders to be carrried out. Boring in my opinion,
I wouldn't recommend it.. Yes, not to everyone, but for girls ages 9 and up. I'm 12 and I love this game!. Repetitive and boring..
People forget this is still a work in progress, I see alot of potential and I look forward to further development. It's always good to
have more maps.. This game is a really cool concept that works very well for VR and has serious potential. The controls need a
lot of work, on Oculus atleast. For one, in order to move through the thumbstick menu's you have to click the stick in, which
doesnt work very well. Then, If your thumb leaves the stick the slightest bit the whole menu disapeears. Its just a hassle to
navigate through the menu and could be done much better, with say a secondary button click and menu that stays up till you
close it. The controls push me away but the look and feel makeme want to keep playing. Ill update if I play more but Ill
cautiously recomend for now.
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Episode 1 is mostly about getting to know the characters in the game and some backstory. Like everyone else whom have stated
in the reviews that this game should've been in the demo as it was too short, atleast the game ended with a cliffhanger which
makes me excited for what Episode 2 & 3 has to offer.. Mind Over Mushroom is an adventure in a strange world, that plays like
customizable 3d chess. The game has a good AI and makes good use of the mechanics of the individual characters. The
characters themselves have mechanics that can be abused in a way that might seem unbalanced, such as vampireing units that
self destruct, but I see it as rewarding cleaver game play, and I'm looking forward to seeing how I can combine yet-to-unlock
character's abilities to punish some more shrooms. Should be made into a multiplayer. The graphics are simple, but they mesh
well with the music and it makes for a very ambient experience. I'v been looking for something like this for a while, there just
needs to be more of what this is.. This was a fun little romp for a few hours. Closer to a VN than a full-on game but "cute" is
definitely the best word to describe it. All the visuals are very well done. I got a bit confused as to what I was supposed to do
once or twice but that tends to happen with RPGMaker games.. This is a couch-party game, with no online or CPUs. While this
is a shame, the experience of local play still won this game over for me. The multiplayer is fast-paced and stupid fun with varied
characters and weapons at your disposal.

I can only recommend buying it if you have a group of friends willing to play along side you, in order to partake in the game's
nostalgic coach-play. Oustside of that narrow field, there isn't anything that would appeal to a single-player experience.. This
program is useful for grabbing some nice quality vector graphics for logo design. However the interface is a bit clunky, there
aren't a lot of options such as formatting text to be centered aligned? How'd they miss that one? There's a lot of functionality
issuses that need to be addressed in this program before I'd recommend purchasing it. However, if you're looking for a library of
graphics that are relevant to graphic design, then this clipart library would be perfect. I'm sure if I shifted through this program a
bit more, there's probably a lot of little gems that would make this more worth using, but for your basic 2D graphic design, this
didn't do much for me. 4\/10. It's very much like the first Assault Squad, except with better graphics and more factions to play
around with. Although the olde original has the best single player gameplay by far, this game's variety of weapons, vehicles, and
things to do is big enough to make this worth a buy for WWII fans. Plus, the mods spice up this game at tad when things get
dull. It's also, like its predecessors, rage-inducingly difficult.. TLDR: Its fun in short bursts but has problems. Not bad for $10
but would I recommend the game? Id say... maybe, if you have nothing better to do, Kinda feels like a mobile game ported to
pc.

I always wanted a game where you could play as a zombie and\/or control a horde of zombies. Such games are surprsingly rare
in the zombie game genre, were 99% of the games are about you killing zombies or trying to survive the zombie apocalypse. I
think the last time I played a game where you were a zombie and controlled a horde of zombies was Stubbs the Zombie. So I
was pretty much sold on this game when I saw the little trailer for it on this page. While its fun in short bursts, I have ran into
numerous bugs that made me fail or otherwise have to restart levels. At $10 its not so bad but theres still just enough of a lack of
content for the game to get a tad boring. There are different zombie hordes with different abilities but I feel the abilities arent
very noticable due to how short they last.After finally beating the first level, I unlocked the frankenstien monster horde, and
used the ability to summon the super super zombie hulk thing and it died pretty much instantly and has a very long cool down
time like every other ability. It would have been awesome if you could combo destruction and eating people to reduce the
cooldown time of your abilities to you can use them more often.

 The game also seems to have random difficulty spikes, and I dont think it has much to do with the horde type you choose. One
playthrough had a tone of cops show up early on and brutalize my horde but in a different playthrough ther was hardly any
opposition until the very plast part of the level were you have to destroy the monument. Like I said, there are bugs. Sometimes
the QTEs will just flash way too fast, like there are fast QTEs in the game but then there are glitchy ones that are impossible.
Sometimes controls wont respond, particularly when trying to enter a building. Othertimes, certain units that your supposed to
kill wont spawn, or will spawn in an inaccessible area. There were multiple times were my horde got stiuck, sometimes the game
corrects itself but other times I had to restart. There was one time where my horde of like 2200 zombies got stuck and 2 soldiers
managed to kill them all.
. Super cool game, I personally hope they add more stories. More of a time management game than anything else, but great.
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